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Material science internship uk

Jobs acceptingMaterials Science disciplines Sort results by Discipline Relevance Deadline Grade (Ascending) Grade (Descending) Date Posted An academic department at the University of Warwick, WMG is recognised as a world-leading centre for innovation. New The National Composites Centre is the UK’s leading centre of excellence and
innovation in composites technology. Short Term Internship 2022 Physics/Maths/Computing/Electrical/Mechanical/Civil/Materials. 1,516 Swiss Francs per month Geneva, Switzerland All grades 1 to 6 months Deadline: October 1st, 2022 Shortlisted At CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, physicists and engineers are studying the
structure of the universe. Buyer - Student Placement Finance/Maths/Analytics. Competitive salary Leicester All grades 1 Year Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted Taylor Hobson is the world leader in surface and form metrology; we are a truly global ultra precision metrology company. BlackRock is a
global investment manager which has been helping people achieve financial well-being for over 20 years. A world-leading technology powerhouse, Siemens specialises in manufacturing, infrastructure and transport industries. Technical Industrial Placement - 2022 Web Development/Technology/Cyber. £19,000 – £21,200 Various locations 2:2 and
above (expected) Multiple vacancies Year-long. Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted CGI is the fifth largest independent information technology and business process services firm in the world. View all our graduate jobs 2022 Summer Placement - Quantity Surveying Civil/Construction/Building.
Competitive salary Multiple UK Locations 2:1 and above (expected) Multiple vacancies 6-12 weeks Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted Laing O’Rourke is an international engineering enterprise, founded on over a century and a half of experience. View all our graduate jobs Taster Programme Choice of
in-person or Online. Two days. Competitive salary Remote All grades 2 days Deadline: April 30th, 2022 Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted Teach First is an education charity working to ensure that every child has an excellent education. Credit Research Summer Analyst Finance/Maths/Analytics. Competitive salary
Glasgow, Knutsford, Cheshire, London, Manchester and Northampton All grades Multiple vacancies Summer Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted Equity Research Summer Analyst Finance/Maths/Analytics. Competitive salary Glasgow, Knutsford, Cheshire, London, Manchester and Northampton All
grades Multiple vacancies Summer Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted Retail Banking Summer Internship Finance/Maths/Analytics. Competitive salary Glasgow, Knutsford, Cheshire, London, Manchester and Northampton All grades Multiple vacancies Summer Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials
Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted One of the world’s largest banking and financial services organisations, HSBC serves more than 40 million customers. New NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. New NatWest Group is the largest business and
commercial bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. Finance - Female Insight Week Finance/Maths/Analytics. n/a Edinburgh All grades Multiple vacancies 4 days Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial bank in the UK,
with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. New NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. New NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. New Wealth - Female Insight
Week Finance/Maths/Analytics. n/a London All grades Multiple vacancies 4 days Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial
bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. New NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. New NatWest Group is the largest business and commercial bank in the UK, with a leading retail business and 19 million customers. Bristows is
an independent, international law firm with a client base that includes some of the world’s leading companies. New Business Intelligence Internship Intern IT/Computer Science/Software/Cyber. £18,525 Northampton 2:1 and above (expected) Multiple vacancies 12 months Deadline: April 19th, 2022 Accepting Materials Science Engineering
disciplines Shortlisted Forterra is a leading UK manufacturer of building products who enable the development of thriving communities and infrastructure. View all our graduate jobs Applied Research Telecommunications/Cyber Security/Data Science. £18,200 Ipswich, Suffolk 2:1 and above (expected) 12 weeks Deadline: Ongoing Accepting Materials
Science Engineering disciplines Shortlisted Placements provide practical experience of working in industry and research, and put your learning into context to give you a head start in the careers market - employers increasingly look for evidence of practical work experience, as it demonstrates a genuine interest in your chosen specialism. University
of Sheffield students discuss their experiences of summer, industrial and year long placements. With all our MEng courses, as part of the course structure and alongside industrial projects and interaction, students take up a guaranteed 5-month industrial placement to develop their knowledge, skills and understanding within an employment context,
as well as building relationships with contacts for future career opportunities. We aim to match your interests within materials science with one of our industrial partners, to provide an experience that's useful, rewarding and engaging - many employers can use this time as an extended trial for offering a permanent job. Some placements have been
taken up as far away as Mexico and New Zealand. Philips Research, Eindhoven As part of our MEng four year courses, students complete a 5-month placement in their third year of study. Jaguar Land Rover, UK As part of our MEng four year courses, students complete a 5-month placement in their third year of study. Alongside three years of
teaching, this course allows BEng students to undertake industrial experience. You'll pay a reduced fee to the University for that year and get paid a salary. It is the student's responsibility to secure the placement for the year, but you'll receive comprehensive support and guidance from the Department, the University's Careers Service and Faculty
Employability Team both prior to and during your industrial placement. The Employability Team will support your journey providing: Help with finding your industrial placement Bookable CV and application sessions with the team & the careers advisers Regular updates on Year in Industry preparatory sessions & events Provision of Year in Industry
materials, supporting your professional development during your placement year Regular support and monitoring throughout the year Summer placements Students often apply for internships to gain valuable insight into the engineering sector, and experience to enhance their employability skills upon graduating. I think that if you are able to gain
experience away from your own country it gives you a much wider perspective of the world, and improves your adaptability. Euan Gray Internship with BK AsiaPacific in Hong Kong Read all about Euan's experience working in Hong Kong on our departmental blog. You can apply to spend part of a summer in one of our research laboratories
completing a 6-8 week-long placement. I didn’t know what I wanted to do as a career but always had an interest in nuclear so I applied for the summer placement. I really enjoyed it and it gave me insight into life as a researcher. Steph Thornber Summer placement with Nucleus Immobilisation Laboratory Employability ASML US brings together the
most creative minds in science and technology to develop lithography machines that are key to producing faster, cheaper, more energy-efficient microchips. We design, develop, integrate, market and service these advanced machines, which enable our customers - the world’s leading chipmakers - to reduce the size and increase the functionality of
their microchips, which in turn leads to smaller, more powerful consumer electronics. Our headquarters are in Veldhoven, the Netherlands, and we have 18 office locations around the United States including main offices in Chandler, Arizona, San Jose and San Diego, California, Wilton, Connecticut, and Hillsboro, Oregon.This position requires access
to controlled technology, as defined in the Export Administration Regulations (15 C.F.R. § 730, et seq.). Qualified candidates must be legally authorized to access such controlled technology prior to beginning work. Business demands may require ASML to proceed with candidates who are immediately eligible to access controlled technology. Role and
responsibilities ASML is seeking an Material Science intern with expertise in glass & ceramic materials, micro-structuring, material characterization and process engineering. This person will join the Advanced development center in Wilton, Connecticut - A Research and development team focused on proto-typing of next generation wafer/reticle
clamping systems. The main focus of this position will be:Investigate material issues/challenges using appropriate material diagnostic toolslike SEM , AFM , WLI etc.Understand/improve friction properties, roughness and wear behavior of materials used in the current system with appropriate processing, structuring and testing techniques.Investigate
material and chemical issues in manufacturing process like bonding, gluing, coating, polishing, patterning and etching processes.Develop and demonstrate feasibility of new integrated process flows for prototyping of next generation wafer/reticle clamping systems. Solve any engineering challenges that we encounter related to chemical and material
aspects of design and manufacturing process of optical and ceramic substrates to achievethe precision and life time performance at sub-nanometer scale.Clearly communicate progress and status of ongoing technical activities to senior management.Support preparation of design reviews for the development team. Education Pursuing master’s or PhD
degree in Material Science or related surface engineering fields. Strong background of course work and experimental research background in material science in particular ceramics & glasses – characterization, processing and micro-structuring.Excellent Knowledge of electro-optical, mechanical properties of coatings and ceramic structure.Deep
understanding of the fundamentals of friction and wear processes of metallic, ceramic, and polymeric materials.Theoretical and experimentalworking understanding with various coatingdeposition equipment (e.g., Sputter, E-beam, ALD, PECVD etc.).Good understandingand experience in verification methods (white light interferometer, microscope,
SEM, AFM , TOF-SIMS, XPS etc).Good knowledge of MATLAB for data collection and analysis to drive solutions. Ability to work in the clean room environment with knowledge in material and material interaction (especially glass, ceramics, thin film materials, gases, etc).Excellent experimental skills.Strong collaboration and communication skills.Be
able to interface with multidisciplinary groups and work effectively in a team and be willing to take on responsibility, follow through. Can observe and respond to people and situations and interact with others encountered in the course of work.Can learn and apply new information or skills. Must be able to read and interpret data, information, and
documents.Strong customer focus and commitment to customer satisfaction through prioritization, quality, efficiency and professionalism.Ability to complete assignments with attention to detail and high degree of accuracy. Proven ability to perform effectively in a demanding environment with changing workloads and deadlines. Result drivendemonstrate ownership and accountability.Identifies bottlenecks and drives improvements.Work independently or as part of a team and follow through on assignments with minimal supervision. Demonstrate open, clear, concise and professional communication.Ability to establish and maintain cooperative working relationships with manager, coworkers and customer. Work according to a strict set of procedures within the provided timelines. Other information Role within Office Responsibilities: Routinely required to sit; walk; talk; hear; use hands to keyboard, finger, handle, and feel; stoop, kneel, crouch, twist, reach, and stretch. Occasionally required to move around the
campus.Occasionally lift and/or move up to 20 pounds.May require travel dependent on business needs.Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception, and ability to adjust focus.EOE AA M/F/Veteran/DisabilityNeed to know more about applying for a job at ASML? Read our frequently
asked questions.
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